Abstract-Shape representation methods play an important role in 3D shape recognition system. Three-dimensional shape recognition is widely used in 3D search engines, gravitational field, medical imaging, computer vision and face recognition. In this paper we propose an ellipsoidal shape representation technique for 3D shape recognition. We present some experimental and comparison results of our approach for shape matching using a standard database, Princeton Shape Benchmark. The effectiveness of our proposed algorithm is measured using nearest neighborhood. We then introduced a new idea which is a possible extension of the proposed approach and evaluate the results against human observation.
INTRODUCTION
Three-dimensional (3D) shape recognition is relatively a new field in the domain of computer vision. It is a research study on how to recognize a 3D shape in a collection. As an emerging technology, 3D shape recognition continues to be one of the best research areas in computer vision and image understanding. One of the major challenges in 3D shape recognition is shape representation method. In order to achieve higher discrimination, there is a need to store important information of any 3D model. Hence, representing 3D shapes in an effective manner is one of the important principal criteria for a 3D shape recognition system.
Reference [1] stated that "shape representation methods result in a non-numeric representation of the original shape (e.g. a graph) so that the important characteristics of the shape are preserved." In that paper it is also mentioned that shape descriptor is a numeric descriptor of the shape and is a step subsequent to shape representation. So it is clear that the requirement of shape representation method is very useful before processing for shape descriptor to collect the information. Survey papers on shape analysis have been provided by several authors such as [1] [2] [3] . In this paper we provide some study of shape representation methods for 3D shape recognition and its application. We also present experimental results of our proposed method [4] and compared with other existing methods using the nearest neighborhood. However in the literature spherical harmonic descriptor (SHD) and spherical wavelet descriptor (SWD) considered to be good performing descriptors. Surprisingly, we found that our proposed method [4] took the superior place despite the size of our descriptor is smaller (256b) than others such as SHD (2184b) and SWD (512b). The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present an overview of shape representation methods for 3D object recognition and its application. Section III describes the criteria for 3D shape representation methods. In section IV, we explain the use of ellipsoid as a mapping or projected function. In Section V, using the Princeton Shape Benchmark (PSB) we provide a comparison result using the nearest neighborhood. In Section VI, we present possible extension of our previous method and some observation results. Lastly, we conclude the paper with future works in section VII.
II.

CLASSIFICATION
Currently most of the work on 3D object recognition places emphasis on geometrical attributes such as vertex, face, surface etc. [5, 6] and topological attribute such as graph, tree etc. [7, 8] . A brief overview of different type of 3D object representation methods is provided by Funkhouser [9] . There are several applications of 3D shape recognition which implicates shape representation methods such as 3D search engines [10] , molecular biology [11] , astronomy and physics [12] , 3D face recognition [13] and in the domain of computer vision. In this paper we concentrated more on 3D shape recognition in prospect of shape representation methods. We classified the existing work into two broad methods: geometry analysis and topology analysis.
A. Geometry Analysis Based Methods
In this method most of the work mapped with a function of 3D model to the particular domain. However most of the work used a spherical domain and has become one of the popular approaches to extract shape feature. th International Conference on IT in Asia (CITA) According to [14] , spherical harmonics are introduced as a tool for 3D model retrieval in [5] . The term "Spherical Harmonic" was introduced by [15] . There are many application of spherical harmonic such as astronomy and physics [12] , biology [16] etc. Reference [6] calculated the spherical Fourier transform coefficients using the spherical harmonic function defined a function on sphere of a 3D model. Reference [17] adopted a spherical mapping function for feature extraction. In their work, they applied discrete Fourier transform (DFT) on the spherical sample function. Reference [18, 19] also introduced a spherical harmonic representation and proposed a modified descriptor on spherical function to extract features at different energy frequencies. Another approach proposed by [20, 21] computed 3-D Zernike moment as a projection from the defined function mapped with a unit sphere.
Reference [22] reported that spherical harmonic based descriptor fall into rotation invariant problem due to poles and proposed spherical wavelet (SWT) descriptor for 3D object recognition. Spherical wavelet was introduced by [23] to solve many geometry processing problems including 3D model compression. Recently, [24, 25] proposed a 3D search engine based on Fourier series that represent a 3D model by 3D closed curve on sphere named as spherical helix curve and extract feature vector from its Fourier series. Laga et al. reported that SWT is a natural extension of spherical harmonic [5, 14] and 3D Zernike moments [20, 21] .
All of the above existing approaches mainly used spherical domain for 3D object recognition. There are other approaches used in different domains, such as cylindrical domain and ellipsoid domain. In recent work, [26] proposed two descriptors based on cylindrical projection, one is cylindrical projection descriptor (CPD) and another is combined with radial distance descriptor (RDD) for 3D object retrieval.
However, [4] described some limitation of the existing sphere based approach and proposed a descriptor based on ellipsoid. Existing approach such as mapping to a sphere of a 3D object exposes high divergence manner, whereas in case of ellipsoid results a closer fitting to the shape of the body of that object as depicted in Fig. 1 (a) and 1(b). In addition, the ellipsoid based sampling procedure produces more uniform representation and captures more information as depicted in Fig. 2 (a) and 2(b). Fig. 2 (a) and 2(b) shows that ray extent from the object denser in some places, for example head part of the animal model in the Fig. 2(a) . In section IV, we discussed about ellipsoid used as a primitive for ray tracing. Details on the ray tracing procedure can be found in [14, 27] . The disadvantage of ray tracing are error prone and less accurate shape descriptor in case of spherical mapped function. To avoid this limitation and to increase accuracy we proposed a wavelet coefficients descriptor based on ellipsoid mapping function [4] .
Reference [29] proposed a light field descriptor from a collection of 2D images by orthogonal projection on a sphere and encoded by Zernike moment and Fourier transform. However there are also other fields such as in gravitational field, [12] associated spherical and ellipsoid harmonic gravity coefficients of the earth potential. On another approach, [11] represented overall shape of a protein structure as an ellipsoid. In biometric security, [13] used spherical shape representation method to calculate harmonic coefficients for 3D face recognition.
B. Topology Analysis Based Method
In this type of method, [7] presented a graphical approach, namely Multiresolutional Reeb Graphs (MRGs), which constitute the skeletal and topological structure of a 3D shape at number of levels of resolution. Reference [8] modified Hilaga's method, which computes scale-space decomposition of a shape, represented as a rooted undirected tree instead of a Reeb graph. Reference [30] proposed another approach based on skeletal-graph for 3D shape matching. 3D shape volume was obtained directly and the shape information is stored as skeletal nodes. The volumes are thinned by the distance transform [31] to estimate the distance field. These thinned skeletal sets are connected to form a graph.
Most topology based methods such as a graph or tree based are suitable for articulated object that consist of segmented joint [8, 30] . In essence, graph based scheme are usually much more computationally expensive and thus not always suitable for real applications. In addition, the topology matching process is difficult to accelerate, which will be a problem for large databases. On the other hand, Reeb graph [7] is not robust with respect to feature extraction. Whereas, geometry based approaches are more effective due to higher discrimination. SHAPE REPRESENTATION CRITERIA According to [1] shape representation schemes are used to preserve important characteristics. These methods are very useful since it visualizes the shapes accordingly. There are three different primitive such as sphere, ellipsoid, cylinder in 3D space by which we can approximate 3D models shown in Fig. 3 (a), (b) and c).
It is important to consider some necessary factors, as below, when such primitives are used to represent any 3D shape:
x How close the approximation of the object's body shape? Fitness should be tight as much as possible. As stated in [27] "an object intersector must return (at least) the closest intersection point and the surface normal at this point".
x Ray hit/not hit determination is also required [27] .
x How much information it stores?
x Surface should have high degree of approximation to cover the detail part of an object. For example in Fig. 2(a) shows that in case of ellipsoid approximation, the ray extent from object intersect to the ellipsoid denser.
From our study and observation, we know that ellipsoid primitive gives better and uniform shape representation method since it approximates objects more closely than sphere. Hence we can say that instead of sphere we can use ellipsoid as a shape approximation.
IV.
MAPPING WITH A SPHERE OR ELLIPSOID
From the above discussion and information it is clear that shape representation method and its choise is a tricky part in the field of 3D object recognition. In computer graphics ray tracing is one of the most popular methods for 3D object mapping procedure in 3D object recognition system. 
A. Selecting a Primitive
According to [32] one of the inconsistent criteria of the selection of primitive (or bounding volume) is that the bounding volume or primitive must enclose the surface tightly to ensure a rapid convergence.
However, according to [33] , the sphere shape which is simple to use for ray tracing do not contain fractal surfaces snugly.
B. Ellipsoid as Mapping Function
From the mentioned criteria by [1, 27 , 33], we use ellipsoid for mapping procedure which gives closer approximation to the object. As Loncaric reported that for approximation to any shape it is necessary to be fit as tight as possible. Also in ray tracing approach [32] reported that bounding primitive should ensure rapid convergence. The mapping procedure done is as follows:
In class of quadratic surface such as (ellipsoid, cones etc.) the general quadratic equation is defined as in [27] in matrix form:
where matrix parameters are real constant.
The ray equation for intersection is:
and a ray is defined by:
where R o is the ray origin and R d is the ray direction.
The basic formula of the given point to define whether it is inside, outside or on the shape boundary or function F(x, y, z), expressed mathematically as:
A. Intersecting the Ellipsoid
Consider a ray extent from an object to the surface. If the ray hits the surface (i.e. inside the surface) it intersects and the intersection point is calculated. If the ray misses the surface (i.e. outside the surface) it does not intersect. Substituting (3) into (1) and solving for t yields three roots A q, B q and C q . For deriving that quadratic formula we refer to [27] . Checking the intersection is done as follows:
If A q ≠ 0, then check the squared discriminant. If ‫ܤ‬ ଶ −4 * A q *C q <0 then no intersection takes places. Otherwise 
For more information regarding the ray tracing computation we suggest referring to [27] .
B. Intersection on Sphere
In the case of sphere the roots can be defined as:
To derive the quadratic formula A, B and C we suggest reading [27] . When the sqrt () function is negative, the line misses the sphere.
The above mapping procedure is known as ray tracing procedure since it pass as ray to the particular selected function. In our proposed method, we used ellipsoid for mapping a shape function passing ray from the object center to the ellipsoid. Based on this algorithm we determined set of vertices points on the surface of the object by defining intersection point of the radial direction. The goal was to extract the vertex information from the object. And the shape descriptor is generated by wavelet coefficient applying wavelet transform on the ellipsoid represented shape function. Our method has been described in [4] .
C. Performance Comparison
Performance of these two shape representation method (such as using sphere or ellipsoid) can be measured by approximation error. In our previous paper [4] , we described that the approximation error or sampling error can be measured by the distance between surface of the object and ellipsoid mapped object. We have shown in that paper, for example in case of human model (from PSB database) error fallen from 60% to 30 % using ellipsoid rather than sphere. However the improvements are uniform for all classes of object. Specifically, our ellipsoidal method gives better performance in case of animal, vehicles and plant classes.
In section II, Fig. 2 (b) shows that ray misses in the head part of the model in case of sphere i.e. it captures less information. So the ellipsoidal mapped objects capture more information and performance increases.
V.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND COMPARISON RESULTS
In this section we briefly discuss some standard criteria for performance evaluation such as nearest neighborhood measure for shape recognition. We also present some experimental results and comparison with our approach. All of the algorithms used have these similar steps: (1) models are normalized; (2) shape descriptors are generated and (3) Euclidean distance is computed between the descriptors.
A. Comparison Benchmark
We used the Princeton Shape Benchmark (PSB) [28] as the benchmark collection, which is a repository of 3D models in polygonal file format. This database contains 1,814 polygonal models collected from the World Wide Web with different classifications.
B. Evaluation Criterion
There are several tools for evaluating and comparing how well shape matching algorithm work. We used these knearest neighbor related measures for measuring the performance of shape descriptors.
x Nearest Neighborhood is the score of the nearest neighbor in percentage of closest matches that belongs to the same class as the query. Higher percentage represents superior score for the ranking [28] .
x First Tier is the percentage of models in the query's class that appear within the top x matches, where x depend on the size of the query class. Specifically for a class with c member, x =|c| -1.
x Second Tier is x is the 2 |c| -1.
B. Comparison Results
In the paper [4] we have shown that our method (ellipsoid mapped function) gives less approximation error than other conventional sphere based approach. Here, in Fig. 4 we provide results of our proposed ellipsoid wavelet descriptor [4] using nearest neighborhood measure (NN). In Fig. 5 and 6 we present comparison results using First Tier (FT) and Second Tier (ST) respectively. The figures (4, 5 and 6) contain comparison results with our approach (EWD) [4] and other approaches such as EXT [17] , SHD [19] , SWC [22] and DCT [25] in the literature. From the above results, we see that our descriptor [4] provides superior results than other descriptor in case of nearest neighbor related measures (such as NN, FT and ST). We see in Fig. 4 that our descriptor gives better result (58.30%) of nearest neighborhood which is better than other methods. Compared with FT and ST, it also shows that our method is better (35% and 50% respectively). In addition, our method is less expensive in terms of size of the descriptors. Notable benefit is that size decreases, i.e. storage and computational cost are more reliable with good discrimination of our descriptor EWD (256b) than others such as SWD (512b) and SHD (2184b) and DCT (1368b).
Moreover, the performance of our ellipsoid wavelet coefficient feature based descriptor increase uniformly to the different classes of shape. More specifically our method (EWD) performs well on vehicle, plants and animal, than other conventional spherical based. However, the performance is limited to the shapes which are more complex in their articulated part.
VI.
POSSIBLE EXTENSION
Our previous approach in [4] was limited to only one plane plane mapping (projection). More specifically, we estimated wavelet feature descriptor from image mapped from xy (i.e. in z direction) plane of ellipsoid fitted 3D polygonal model. Fig. 7 (b) shows an example of projected images in three different planes. During our experiment we observed that the accuracy of our descriptor can be increased if we use three mapping planes (such as xy, xz and yz plane) to find the wavelet coefficients and combine them. We also hypothesize that by increasing the number of planes will also increase the size of the descriptor. We also discovered that some of symmetric information may include in the mapped image for example xy mapped may contain the same information to yz or xz. This leads to information repetition.
Considering the possible increase of the descriptor's size and symmetric information, we find the possibility to discard the repeating information that was mapped into xy, xz and yz plane images that represents the 3D model.
We first experimented using human observation to make decision whether to discard an image or not by inspecting the image similarity. Fig. 7 (a) and (b) shows an example of three different images of a model in three planes mapped using our approach. However, we considered that xy plane mapped image provides higher discrimination that was obvious from our previous experiment. We tested this approach with 94 models.
The tested result shows that we can discard image of plane xz about 28% (i.e. 36 models). Currently, we are finding an effective and efficient alternative method to automatically discard the repeating image planes without losing any useful information. Fig. 7 (a) generated using our approach VII.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we outlined the problems of sphere based mapping sampling procedure that generates non-uniform sampling. We presented some principal criteria of shape representation methods that are suitable for 3D object recognition. We also explained how the sampling methods (using sphere and ellipsoid) are used and studied on their performances. Moreover, we provided experimental results and comparison evaluation with existing approaches using nearest neighborhood related measures for shape matching. Based on our experiments, we show that the proposed descriptor was more effective and less memory size compared to the other descriptors found in the literature. We x direction y direction z direction also presented possible extension of the previous approach to increase the accuracy of our shape descriptor. As the future work, we plan to investigate an effective and efficient approach to improve our descriptor for 3D shape recognition.
